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Introduction
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) provide a good, robust
formal framework for modeling a large variety of stochas-
tic planning and decision problems, but they are unsuit-
able to realistic problems, in particular, to solve problems in
rapidly changing environments. The existing approaches use
Markov decision processes to produce a policy of execution
for a static set of tasks; in a changing environment (i.e. with
an evolving set of tasks), a complete computation of the op-
timal policy is necessary. We consider a queue of tasks that
can change on-line. Potential application of this approach
would be an adaptive retrieval information engine (Arntet
al. 2004).Our main claim is that it is possible to dynamically
compute good decisions without completely calculating the
optimal policy. Similar approaches have been developed to
deal with MDPs with large state spaces using different de-
composition techniques (Boutilier, Brafman, & Geib 1997;
Parr 2000). A similar dynamic resource allocation problem
has been developed in (Meuleauet al. 1998). A non dy-
namic approach has been developed for robots in (Schwarz-
fischer 2003).

It has been shown in (Mouaddib & Zilberstein 1998) that
it is possible to find an optimal policy for this kind of prob-
lem. This optimal solution suffers from a lack of flexibilty
to cope with changes in a dynamic environment. We de-
velop an approach which provides more flexibility for MDPs
to deal with dynamic environments. This approach con-
sists of two steps. The first step consists of an off-line pre-
processing of tasks and the compilation of policies for all
possible available resources. The second step is a quick on-
line approximation of the policy of executing the current task
given the current state of the queue.

Problem Statement
Description
We consider an autonomous agent which has the capa-
bility of performing different kinds of stochastic tasks
T1, T2, . . . , Tt progressively. Aprogressive taskT is ex-
ecuted stage by stage, and it can be stopped after any stage.
A quality is associated with each stage of taskT . The dura-
tion∆r of execution of each stage is uncertain. The utility of
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a task is the sum of the quality of the executed stages. This
formalism is described (Mouaddib & Zilberstein 1998) in
details. For each type of taskTn we compute atask perfor-
mance profilefn(r) that corresponds to its local expected
value(see Figure 4). It represents what the agent should ex-
pect to gain if a certain task is being accomplished with a
quantityr of resources.

Given an ordered list composed by several in-
stances of these progressive tasks (for example
L={T3, T1, T3, T1, T1, T2, T1, T3, T2, T3, T2}), the agent
must perform some of them before a fixed deadlineD to
maximize the global utility.The queue of tasks evolves
dynamically, during on-line phase. Tasks can appear or
disappear everywhere (see Figure 1). Our goal then is to
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Figure 1: Dynamic changes in the task list

find an effective way to decide quickly if it is desirable
to continue with the current task or to change to another
one. This local decision depends on the prediction of the
expected valueof the remaining tasks in the list.

The decision problem We are facing to a resource allo-
cation problem: we consider time as aresourcer, which is
limited by D. The duration of execution of each task isun-
certain, resource consumption isuncertain. The agent has
to allocate some resources for the current task, and some for
the remaining tasks. Differently speaking it mustdecide if
it is preferable to continue its work on the current task, or to
give it up and switch to another task, by taking into account
the state of current task, the list of remaining tasks, and the
avalaible resources. Then, our resources allocation problem
becomes a decision problem.

We present the formalism we use to solve our problem
in a non-dynamic environment in the next paragraph, and in
the next section we will explain how to cope with changes
in the task list.

An MDP controller
At each step, the agent has to make a decision about con-
tinuing the improvement (Improve) of the current task or



abandoning it in favor of the next task (Move). This deci-
sion depends on the current state of the decision process. In
other words, it depends on the current state and the available
resources. Consequently, the decision process respects the
Markov property. We could deploy anMDP for the whole
list of tasks, but we do not. The basic idea is to compute
the policy of executing the current task. This policyΠT,L

depends onL, the list of remaining tasks, andT the current
task. As long asL remains unchanged, the agent follows
ΠT,L. If L changes, it updates the current policy of the cur-
rent task toΠT,Lnew

. When the agent moves to a new task
Tnew, it assesses the current list of remaining tasksLnew

and then it derives a new policyΠTnew,Lnew
.

Formal Framework An MDP is a tuple{S,A, T , Rew}
whereS is a set of states representing the amount of remain-
ing resourcesr, Initially, s0 = [D] whereD is the dead-
line. Terminal states represent all the situations wherer
has been fully elapseds = [r < 0]. A is a set of actions
{Move, Improve} (see Figure 3). TheMove action is de-
terministic: the agent moves from the current task and ex-
amines the next one in the dynamic list. The second action
is stochastic,Improve consists in spending a certain quantity
of resources∆r in the next stage.T is a set of transitions,
Rew is a reward function. In the following, we define what
{S,A, T , Rew} means in our context. The states represent
resources remaining, the actions areImprove andMove, and
the reward is the accumulated quality for all improvements
previously achieved in the task. The transitions are given in
the description of each progressive task type.

Pr(s′ = [r −∆r]|s = [r], I ) = PStage(∆r) (1)

Pr(s′ = [r < 0]|s = [r], I ) =
∑

∆r>r

PStage(∆r) (2)

Policy When the agent starts to execute a taskT , it com-
putes a local policyΠT,L whereL represents the list of re-
maining tasks. Since the listL remains unchanged, it fol-
lows its policyΠT,L (see Figure 2). As soon asL changes
to Lnew, the agent has to change the local policyΠT,L to
Π′

T,Lnew
. To do so, the computation ofΠT,Lnew

is based
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Figure 2: A local policy
on a quick computation of the new expected values of ac-
tions M andI . We describe below how those functions are
computed.

Value function In order to compute the policy, we use a
value functionV (s) based on the Bellman equation:






V (s = [r ≥ 0]) = Rew(s) + max
A

∑

s′

Pr(s′|s, A).V (s′)

V (s = [r < 0]) = 0.
(3)

Policy ΠT,L is local, therefore we estimate the value of the
states after aMove action with a second value function that

we denote asEV . EVL is the value the agent can expect to
gain if it accomplishes tasks inL with r resources.VT,L is
the expected value of achieving taskT taking into account
tasks inL. In our context, the Bellman equation becomes:
VT,L(s = [r]) = Rew(s)+

max
A







EVL(s = [r]) if A = M
∑

s′=[r≥0]

Pr(s′|s, I).(VT,L(s′)) if A = I (4)

wheres′ = [r − ∆r] represents a possible state after the
improvement. Equation 4 needs to be solved as soon as the
queueL changes toLnew. This leads to a computation of
EVLnew

and VT,Lnew
. We compute firstEVLnew

. Then,
we obtain the new local policyΠ′

T,Lnew
by computing the

VT,Lnew
function using a backward-chaining algorithm on

all the states inT . Figure 3 represents the mechanism of
action selection. In the current state the agent has176 re-
sources left. The dotted rectangles represent the remaining
tasks in the queueL. Now, the problem is to compute the
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Figure 3: Action selection

Expected ValueEVL. It is possible to compute the exact
EVL of an optimal policyΠ∗

T,L. We just have to use the
Bellman equation on all the possible future states inL with
a backward chaining algorithm. But with this method, the
generatedMDP is very large. But if we add a task in the
middle of this linear graph, we must re-deploy the Bellman
equation. This solution is not convenient if tasks are often
inserted in the list i.e. if the environment changes. We can
still keep theMDP model for the local task, but we must
find another way to computeEVL. We must evaluate the
Expected Value for the rest of the plan quickly. Therefore
we have to sacrifice optimality.

Rather than computingEVL using a globalMDP , we di-
vide this process into two phases. An off-line phase, where
we compile performances profiles for each type of task (see
Figure 4), and an on-line phase, where we recompose dy-
namically theEVL function (see Figure 5) when it is neces-
sary.

In fact, we are faced with anMDP decomposition prob-
lem. We create a localMDP for each type of tasks, and we
compute policies for localMDPs ΠT,∅ (policy of executing
T assumingL = ∅). The local policies are represented by
performance profiles. We recombine them on-line to obtain
an approximateEVL ' recompositionT ′∈L(VΠT ′,L

) .

Task performance profile construction The first phase
consists of the computation and the storage of the perfor-
mance profile function for each task type. The performance
profile function fn(r) corresponds to the exact expected
value if we haver resources to spent in the task of type



Tn.We consider that this task is independent from the oth-
ers, and we compute a policy for a localMDP , without the
Move action. This means that we assumeL = ∅. Differently
speaking,fn(r) = VΠT ′,∅

([r]). This computation is quick.
The localMDP has few states, and each state is evaluated
once. It only depends on the number of stages in the task,
and also on the maximum amount of resources that the agent
can spent in the tasks. Now, we have to combine all these
functionsfn to find anEVL function for a list composed
of tasks of type{T1, T2, . . . , Tn}. This function must be a
good approximation of the exactEVL.

Dynamic operation
Principle
This section is divided into two phases: the off-line
phase, where we compute the performance profilefn(r) =
VΠT ′,L

([r]) for each task, and the on-line phase, where the
agent recomposes the expected value functionEVL.

Off-line: The task pre-processing The performance pro-
file functionsfn(r) of each task are increasing functions in
r. Note that the more time the agent spends on a task, the
higher the expected reward will be. These curves are also
bounded by a maximum, which corresponds to the reward
if the task is completely achieved. The curves give us sev-
eral information. On the one hand we know the expected
value for this task, while on the other, we know the quality
cost ratio, i.e.fn(r)/r. The first phase of the pre-processing
consists of finding the best quality cost ratio among all tasks.

maxn,rfn(r)/r (5)

Then we isolate the part of the curve which precedes this
point, as figure 4 shows. We start again to seek the second
best quality cost ratio, until all the curves are processed.We
finally store the points and slices of curvesci,j in a tableRT

(cf algorithm 1).ci,j is thejth slice of curvefi.
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Figure 4: Finding the best ratio quality/cost

On-line: Expected Value function reconstitution It is
the second phase. All the next computations are done
at run time. We recompose theEVL function with all
the information that we stored during the off-line phase
{f1, . . . , ft}, RT , and with the list. The method is
simple (see Algorithm 2). We have a list of tasks =
{T3, T1, T3, T1, T1, T2, T1, T3, T2, T3, T2}, and we recom-
pute the expected value for all possible values ofr, which
represents the remaining time at a given moment. Algo-
rithm 2 is illustrated in figure 5. Basically, we want that

Algorithm 1 Task pre-processing

Require: {f1; . . . ; ft}, RT = ∅
1: while ∀i ≤ t, ∃r, fTi

(r) > 0 do
2: r′t′ , ft′ = maxi,rfi(r)/r
3: RT ← RT ∪ {[r′t′ , ft′(r ≤ r′t′ ]}
4: ft′(r) = ft′(r − r′t′)− ft′(r

′
t′ )

5: end while
Ensure: RT

the agent maximizes its future rewards, i.e. itsEVL. Thus,
theEVL curve is recomposed incrementally by adding each
slice of curve inRT until all available resources has been
fully elapsed. This problem is similar to the knapsack prob-
lem. We start to add the slice of curve that maximize the
ratio quality/cost. We add as many slices as the number of
tasks of that type inL allowed by the remaining resources.
Then, we add the slice of curve that corresponds to the sec-
ond ratio quality/cost inRT . This processing continues un-
til all slices of curveci,j in RT have been added or the re-
sources have been fully elapsed. In the exampleL con-

Algorithm 2 Reconstitution of the Expected Value function
(approximation)EVL

Require: RT , L
1: threshhold = 0
2: r = 0
3: while RT 6= ∅ do
4: (r′, ft′)← first(RT )
5: removefirst(RT ) from RT

6: n = number of taskTt ∈ L
7: for i = r, i ≤ n× r′, i++ do
8: m = i mod r′

9: q = i div r′

10: EVL(i) = m× ft′(r
′) + ft′(q) + threshhold

11: end for
12: r = r + n× r′

13: threshhold = EVL(r)
14: end while
Ensure: EVL

tains four instances of the taskT1. In the previous section,
i.e during the off-line phase, we found that the first part of
the task of typeT1 gives a maximum quality cost ratio for
r1 resource. Consequently, if we have onlyr1 resources
left, it will be better to spent them on a taskT1. Thus, we
start by adding one time the corresponding slice of the curve
f1(0 ≤ r ≤ r1). We are not sure that the exactEVL corre-
sponds to the slice of curve we add, it is just an approxima-
tion. But we are sure that we can not expect1 less than this
slice of curve, i.e. the approximation we make is a lower
bound for the exact expected value function. If it hasr re-
sourcesr1 ≤ r ≤ 2× r1, it can do the first part of a taskT1,
and starts the second taskT1. Therefore, we add the same
slice of curve on the top of the first one (see Figure 5). In our
example, we have four tasks of typeT1 in the list, so if we

1Note that it is an expectation. During the execution of this task
we can have less reward than what we expected.



have more thanr > 4×r1 resources, the agent can expect to
start four timesT1. With the rest (r− 4 ∗ r1) it can expect to
start another task. InRT , T2 is the best task to start afterT1.
We add the corresponding slice of curve toEVL between
4× r1 and4× r1 + r2. We continue adding slices of curve
while RT is not empty. If the agent has more thanRmax

resources then it is certain to achieve all the tasks, with all
their improvements. The approximation ofEVL is finished.
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Figure 5: Reconstition ofEVL(r)

How do we use this function in practice

The dynamic on-line approximation In the preceding
section, we explained how to reconstitute the expected
value. However in practice we do not need to know all the
values ofEVL(r). Let D -rnow be the resources remaining
to complete the mission. Moreover, we can use only a maxi-
mum amount of resourcesrmax for the current task. In fact,
we just computeEVL for all r in [D -rnow -rmax, D -rnow].
We made this reconstitution in order to compareEVL(r)
obtained by our approach with that obtained while solving
the wholeMDP for all the remaining tasks in the list. The
complexity of computation is proportional to the number of
elements inRT . Thus, the computation ofEVL(r) is quick
and is more suitable to the dynamicity.

Analysis
In this section, we make a comparison betweenEVexact,
EVdyna, andEVpw−linear . This comparison concerns the
time needed to compute each of them and the error made by
our approach.

Complexity Comparison To computeEVexact we de-
velop a set of statesS = {s = [r, imp, T ]}, r are the
remaining resources,imp the quality of the last improve-
ment made, andT is the task in the queue. r is consid-
ered discreet. We use a backward chaining algorithm using
the Bellman equation, therefore each state is evaluated only
once. The complexity ofEVexact is linear in the number
of states#S. But the state space is huge.m(EVexact) =

#S = Rmax×
∏

Ti∈L

#impTi
. m is a mesure of complexity.

m(EVdyna) =
∑

RT

#ci,j ×#Ti whereci,j is a slice of the

Ti performance profile curve, and#Ti the number of times
whereTi appears inL. m(EVdyna) is linear in the size of
RT andL. There are much fewer slices inRT than there are
states inS. Thus,m(EVdyna) ≤ m(EVexact). For a queue
of 100 tasks,EVexact takes several minutes, andEVdyna

takes less than one second. More results can be found on
http://users.info.unicaen.fr/˜slegloan/thesis/.

Value Comparison Our approximationEVdyna is just a
lower bound of theEVexact function. If all the tasks exe-
cutions where deterministic,EVdyna andEVexact would be
equal on some specific points, at the ”end” of each slice (fig
6).

∀r, EVdyna(r) ≤ EVexact(r). (6)

Unfortunatelly, our approximation is just a lower bound
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of what the agent should expect to gain in the worst case.
We intend to mesure the difference betweenEVdyna and
EVexact in the future, in order to fill the gap betwenn the
two curves.

Conclusion and future works
We have presented a robust solution that copes with uncer-
tainty due to dynamicity of environment in stochastic plan-
ning problems. The Markovian approach allows us to cope
with uncertainty. The progressive approach allows us to
adapt the decision in a dynamic environment. Our work
combines two approaches: Progressive tasks and decom-
position of large MDPs. For the future, we intend to add
multiple limited resources, like energy. We would also like
to extend this approach to include more specific spatial and
temporal constraints. This model can be adapted to a large
set of problems in a dynamic and uncertain environment like
robotic applications, and information retrieval agent.
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